
InBodyDial H30 User's Manual on Test Posture and Device Installation

Thank you for buying the InBodyDial H30. This User's Manual provides a comprehensive and easily understandable 
explanation of every function of the InBodyDial H30.
To ensure the safe use of the InBodyDial H30, please read this manual before using and keep it in a readily accessible place at 
all times. By understanding and following this information, you can use InBodyDial H30 more safely and effectively.
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Test Posture

Please grip the handle and maintain it at 
the same height as your pelvis as shown 
on the left and fully stretch your arms so 

that they don't touch your waist.

Place your thumb on the 
rectangular electrode.

Align your heel with the end of 
the foot electrode.	

For detailed information on the test posture, please refer to section '4.3 Test Posture'.
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1 Safety

1.1	 Safety	Symbols	in	the	User's	Manual

	Warning Failing to follow these instructions may result in serious injury.

	Caution Failing to follow these instructions may result in product damage 
or inaccurate InBody Test results.

1.2	 Cautions

	Warning
• Persons wearing an implanted medical device (e.g., pacemaker) or a life-sustaining device 

(e.g., patient monitoring device) should not use the InBodyDial H30.	InBody Co., Ltd. and its 
affiliates waive all liability, whether direct or indirect, stemming from any failure to abide by 
the warnings in this User's Manual.

• Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis (BIA) technology uses a micro electric current to perform 
the measurement, and is not harmful to the human body. However, please consult with your 
medical provider before using the product.

• Any person with a contagious or infectious disease should abstain from touching or using 
the product.	Clean the product with a soft cloth and a sterilizing agent (e.g., ethyl alcohol).	

• When using sterilant to clean the product, do not pour the liquid directly onto the product.	
If liquid cleaner flows into the device, it may cause an equipment failure or an electric shock 
due to a short circuit.

• Do not use this device for any purpose other than body composition analysis or weight 
measurement.

• Since InBodyDial H30 is not a medical device, it is not intended to diagnose, treat, or analyze 
any illness.

• The results of people with metal implants such as metal pins or prostheses in their bodies 
may not be accurate, and there can be errors in the results.

• InBodyDial H30 is a sensitive device that measures body composition accurately.	If you take 
the InBody Test near an appliance (e.g., refrigerators and TVs), under a fluorescent lamp, or 
near a power outlet, a measurement error may occur due to electromagnetic noise.	Perform 
an InBody Test away from other appliances.

• Do not use the device in a humid space such as a bathroom, as excessively high or low 
temperature, humidity, and pressure may affect the operation of the device.	Please use 
the product within the specified operating environment as indicated in the product 
specifications.

• Take caution not to allow any liquid substances (e.g., food scraps and beverages) to 
contact the device directly.	Substances getting inside the device can affect the electrical 
components and cause a problem.

• Do not arbitrarily disassemble the product.	This may result in injury, device malfunction, 
or inaccurate test results.	InBody Co. Ltd. will not be liable for any product damage or 
associated damages caused by the arbitrary disassembly of the product. 

	Caution
• Anyone unable to properly assume the posture necessary to conduct an accurate test on 

their own should get help from others when taking a test.	Likewise, it is recommended that 
children be assisted to keep the proper posture when conducting an InBody Test.

• For long-term storage, remove the batteries, pack the InBodyDial H30 in the original box and 
keep it on a flat surface.

• Dispose of the InBodyDial H30 and its batteries in compliance with local rules and 
regulations.

• Only trained InBody personnel from InBody Service Center are allowed to repair and inspect 
the product.	Please	contact	the	Product	Support	team	at	Support@inbody.com.
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2 Product Overview

2.1	 Components
The product is composed of the following items.	Ensure all items are included.

InBodyDial H30, Quick Start Guide, AA batteries (4 Count)

2.2	 Names	of	Components

장비를 분해하지 마십시오. 분해 시 감전과 같은 전기적인충격이나 제품 손상이 
발생할 위험이 있습니다. 또한, 장비를 무단으로 분해하면 더 이상 보증된 서비스를 
받을 수 없습니다. 

서비스 제공은 본사나 대리점에 문의하십시오.

페이스메이커와 같은 전자 의료기기를 착용한 경우에는 절대로 사용하지 마십시오. 

장비 내부로 물과 같은 액체가 들어가지 않도록 주의하십시오. 

제품명: InBodyDial H30
제품중량: 2.47kg
정격전원 : DC 6V     (1.5V AA 건전지 4EA)

㈜인바디 공장
31025 충청남도 천안시 서북구 입장면 흑암길 15
TEL: 041- 581- 3003  
FAX: 041- 581- 3103  
고객센터: 1899-5841
Website : inbody.com  
E-mail: info@inbody.com 

               InBody Europe B.V. 
Gyroscoopweg 122, 1042 AZ, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands
TEL : +31-20-238-6080  
FAX : +31-6-5734-1858
Website: nl.inbody.com  
E-mail: info.eu@inbody.com

F4-F-100-B-200222

KCC-CRM-BIB-InBodyH30N

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

8

1  Foot Electrode: During the InBody Test, this component sends a micro electric 
current through the lower body and measures the resulting voltage.

2  Handle: The section gripped by hand during the InBody Test.	The handle is 
connected to the main unit by a cable.	

3  Hand electrodes: This component sends a micro electric current through the 
upper body for InBody Test and measures the resulting voltage.

4  Display(LCD) : Test conditions/results and others are displayed here.
5  Dial button : It is used to power on/off, enter the height and check results.

• Press the dial button to turn of the power.
• Press and hold the dial button to turn off the power.

6  Footplate: It is connected to the weighing scale to measure the weight of the 
user.	.

7  Supporter: A support stand for accurate weight measurement.	If damaged, the 
weight will not be measured accurately.

8  Battery holder: It is a unit where batteries are inserted.	You can open the cover 
and insert batteries.
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3 Installation

3.1 User	Environment
• InBodyDial H30 is for indoor use.

• Place the device on a flat floor.	This product should be used on a floor without 
curves, unevenness, and vibrations.	If you use the product on an uneven surface 
(e.g., carpets and mats), the test results may not be accurate.

• If you take the InBody Test near an appliance (e.g., refrigerators and TVs), under a 
fluorescent lamp, or near a power outlet, a measurement error may occur due to 
electromagnetic noise.	Therefore, place this product away from other appliances.

• Do not use the device in a humid space such as a bathroom, as excessively high or 
low temperature, humidity, and pressure may affect the operation of the device.	
Use the product in the operating conditions outlined in 9. Product Specifications.

3.2	 Inserting	Batteries

	Caution Use four 1.5 V AA batteries and ensure they are not inserted in the reverse 
direction.	If any battery is put in the wrong way, an internal circuit may be 
damaged, and the power cannot be turned on.

1	 Open the battery holder cover and put in the batteries.

장비를 분해하지 마십시오. 분해 시 감전과 같은 전기적인충격이나 제품 손상이 
발생할 위험이 있습니다. 또한, 장비를 무단으로 분해하면 더 이상 보증된 서비스를 
받을 수 없습니다. 

서비스 제공은 본사나 대리점에 문의하십시오.

페이스메이커와 같은 전자 의료기기를 착용한 경우에는 절대로 사용하지 마십시오. 

장비 내부로 물과 같은 액체가 들어가지 않도록 주의하십시오. 

경 고

제품명: InBodyDial H30
제품중량: 2.47kg
정격전원 : DC 6V     (1.5V AA 건전지 4EA)

㈜인바디 공장
31025 충청남도 천안시 서북구 입장면 흑암길 15
TEL: 041- 581- 3003  
FAX: 041- 581- 3103  
고객센터: 1899-5841
Website : inbody.com  
E-mail: info@inbody.com 

               InBody Europe B.V. 
Gyroscoopweg 122, 1042 AZ, Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands
TEL : +31-20-238-6080  
FAX : +31-6-5734-1858
Website: nl.inbody.com  
E-mail: info.eu@inbody.com

F4-F-100-B-200222

KCC-CRM-BIB-InBodyH30N

2	 Close the cover.

Precautions for replacing batteries 

• Since the long-term use of batteries can be dangerous, replace four old aa 
batteries with new ones to prevent risks.

• Use four batteries of the same model for optimal device conditions.
• Please ensure that all batteries are inserted correctly.	If batteries are placed 

incorrectly, it may cause damage or malfunction.
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3.3	 Installing	the	InBody	App
Through the InBody App, InBody test results can be recorded and managed.

Requirements
• Android OS 7.0 or higher or iOS 13.0 or higher
• Only smartphone models with Bluetooth version 5.0 or higher can connect with 

the InBodyDial H30.
• Enable the Bluetooth function on your mobile device to establish a connection 

with the InBody App.

1	 Search InBody from Apple App store or Google Play store and install the InBody App.

2	 Open the InBody App and register for an account.

3	 After registering, follow the prompts shown on the screen or select the  icon > 
Device to connect.
• The InBodyDial H30 must be powered on to connect.

4	 Create a user nickname for your InBodyDial H30.
• You can modify, add, or delete a user nickname for your InBodyDial H30.

3.4 Registering Nicknames and Adding Users
You can add sub-users to your account and create a nickname for each user.

Note • Nicknames should be 6 characters in length using only alpha-numeric 
characters.

• Up to 8 additional sub-user accounts can be added to your InBody App 
account. Additionally the device can be connected to several mobile 
devices.

• Up to 20 users can be added for a single product.
• If you select  icon > InBodyDial H30 in the InBody App, you can 

check the number of users connected to the device. 
• After the initial nickname registration, go to the InBody App and 

select [Dial H30 Start Test] on the Dashboard.	Afterwards, you need 
to conduct the InBody Test under your own nickname to use the user 
recognition function.	Please refer to 5.4 InBody Test with an InBody 
App.

• After taking your first test using the InBody App, take subsequent tests 
using your nickname using the user recognition function in the device.	
Refer to 5.1 Start with User Recognition Function for more details 
about user recognition functions.

• Registering a user nickname when registering the device in the InBody App	
You can register a nickname for your device in the InBody App > InBodyDial H30 > 
Device Search or  icon > Device Registration > InBodyDial H30 > Device Search.

• Adding Sub-Users (Additional Users)	
You can add a user from the InBody App by heading to   icon > InBodyDial H30 
> Connected User > + Add > Add User
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• Creating nicknames for additional users	
You can create user nicknames by selecting the user in the InBody App >  icon 
> InBodyDial H30 > Connected User > + Add.

• Deleting Data  	
You can delete your nickname and nicknames of added users in the InBody App 
>  icon > InBodyDial H30 > Connected Users > Delete. When a nickname is 
deleted, the InBody test data stored in the device will also be deleted. Please be 
sure to sync the data to the app before deleting the nickname.

3.5	 Connecting to Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi connections can be made from the InBody App.

Requirements
•	 	Wi-Fi connection is only available on Wi-Fi enabled devices.
• The InBodyDial H30 must be powered on to connect.
• The Bluetooth and Wi-Fi of the mobile device should be in enabled/activated.

• Connecting the InBodyDial H30 to Wi-Fi when registering the device in the 
InBody App  	
Open the InBody App. Then select  icon > Register > InBodyDial H30. After 
completing nickname registration, select Wi-Fi connection to use Wi-Fi.

• Connecting to Wi-Fi after registering the InBodyDial H30  	
Open the InBody App and select  icon > InBodyDial H30 > Wi-Fi Setting for Wi-Fi 
connection.

	
Note If you take the InBody Test through user recognition or InBody App 

connection while connected to Wi-Fi, your data is automatically 
recorded in the InBody App without requiring separate syncing.
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4 Preparing for the InBody Test

4.1	 Preparatory	Steps	for	Measurement
Any factor affecting the test should be eliminated for accurate testing.	Abide by the 
following steps.

•	 Take	the	test	on an	empty	stomach	before	eating.	
Any food in the stomach may affect the weight, be regarded as body composition, 
and cause a measurement error.

•	 Take	the	test	in	the	morning.	
As you stand for longer periods, more body water tends to flow towards your lower 
body. This tendency becomes more noticeable as the day progresses, particularly 
in the afternoon.	.

•	 Use	the	bathroom	before	testing.	
Urine or feces which is not included in the body's compositional elements can 
influence weight and lead to measurement inaccuracies.

•	 Test	before	exercising.	
Any exercise can cause temporary changes in body composition.

•	 Take	the	test	before	taking	a shower/bath.	
The body water may be temporarily changed as blood flow rate increases and as 
you sweat.

•	 Stand for five	minutes before taking	the	test.	
If you take the test standing after lying or sitting down for hours, body water may 
move to the lower body, affecting the test.

4.2	 Precautions	for	Using	the	Handle
While the cable connecting the handle and the main body can stretch and return to 
its original state, pulling it too hard might prevent it from reverting and potentially 
cause damage to the product.	Be careful not to pull the cable excessively. 

XO
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4.3 Test Posture

Correct arm posture
The armpit should not in contact with the rest of the body.	If the armpits touch the 
body, wear a light short sleeve shirt for the InBody Test.

• Please lift the handle at the same height as your pelvis and do not place the arms 
on the stomach or lift them too high.

	 O X X
	

• Do not bend your arms.

O X
Correct hand posture
Hold the handle and put your thumb onto the hand electrode.

• The left hand should not come in contact with the right hand.

	

O X
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• Every finger should touch the handle and all four electrodes.

	 O
Correct leg posture
Your thighs should not touch each other.	if your thighs touch each other, wear shorts 
or pants for the test.

XO

Correct foot placements
Stand barefoot and align your heel with the end of the electrode.	

• Do not wear socks or stocking when taking the test.

XO
• Your feet should not touch each other.

• If you are wearing pants, their edge should not get stuck between the foot 
electrode and the foot.
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5 InBody Test

If your palms and soles are very dry or your feet have a lot of dead skin, you maỳ  
not be able to get the test results.	In this case, wipe the hands and the feet with wet 
wipes to improve testing conduction.

5.1	 Start	with	User	Recognition	Function
Requirements
• If you want to enable the user recognition function, you should connect the 

InBody App to the product and register a nickname.	For more information on 
how to register a nickname, please refer to  3.4 Registration of Nicknames and 
Addition of Users.

• Once you've initially registered your nickname, within the InBody App, select 
[Dial H30 Start Test] on the Dashboard, and conduct a test using your own 
nickname to activate the user recognition function.

When you register a nickname in the InBody App, a user profile is created on 
the device. This profile allows the device to recognize you during InBody Tests, 
automatically saving the test data to the device.	In addition, any data accumulated 
while the InBody App is not connected will be synced when the InBody App is 
connected to the product and be accordingly sent to the InBody App.

1	 Stand on the product's footplate barefoot and turn on the power.
•	 If you suspect there may be an error with the weight measured, step off the 

product and check whether there are objects or other foreign materials on 
the surface directly beneath the product, and the scale displays 0.0 kg. Then 
measure the weight again.

•	 Before performing the zero-point adjustment, ensure that the InBodyDial H30 
is placed on the flat and hard floor and that there are no mats, blankets, or soft 
sheets on the floor.

2	 Once the weight measurement is complete, grip the handle and assume the 
testing posture.	

3	 Please check the nickname displayed on the screen.

Test will proceed with 175.0cm

• Based on the analysis of existing data, the device displays the nickname 
associated with the recognized user.

• You can choose another nickname by turning the dial.
• If the height is changed, you can modify it on the InBody App.
• The graph below your nickname shows the time remaining (approximately 8 

seconds) before switching to the InBody Test phase.
Input height manually
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4	 (Optional) An unregistered user should follow the following steps.

a	 Turn the dial and select Guest.
b	 After pressing the dial button, turn the dial to input your height.

If you press the dial button or wait for 8 seconds (4 seconds after the Guest is 
selected and height is entered), the InBody Test will begin.

Note • If your weight and impedance are similar to those of others, other 
people's nicknames may be displayed.

• You can take the InBody Test without height input using the user 
recognition function.

• After replacing batteries, you should take the InBody Test once on the 
InBody App to sync your user profile with the product and enable the 
user recognition function.

5.2	 Start	after	Height	Entry  
If a nickname is registered, you can update the height by turning the dial and 
conduct an InBody Test. 

Furthermore, in the case of growing children, the InBody Test can be conducted 
by adjusting their height on the device without making any height changes in the 
InBody App, allowing for easy management.

Note
• You need to connect the product to the InBody App and register a nickname to 

change the height of the nickname. 	For more information on how to register a 
nickname, please refer to  3.4 Registration of Nicknames and Addition of Users.

• Once you've initially registered your nickname, within the InBody App, select 
[Dial H30 Start Test] on the Dashboard, and conduct a test using your own 
nickname to activate the user recognition function.

• Only differences within 3 cm of the height entered in the InBody App can be 
adjusted in the device.

• To change the height, open the InBody App, tap the profile icon in the upper 
right corner, and select the user for whom you want to change the height and 
modify it accordingly.	If the device is connected via Bluetooth, the change will 
be applied instantly. If the Bluetooth connection is not established, the change 
will take effect when the device is connected.

Method 1

1	 Press the dial button to turn on the product.

2	 Turn the dial button left or right to input your height.
• If you input your height before, the previous value will be displayed.
• If you press the dial button or wait for four seconds after inputting your height, 

it will take you to a screen to measure weight.
3	 Once the display shows "0.0 kg," step onto the footplate barefoot to complete the 

weight measurement.

4	 Grip the handle and assume an InBody Test posture.
After the weight measurement is complete, the confirmed weight will flicker on, then 
the InBody Test will begin.
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5	 Please check the nickname displayed on the screen.
• Only nicknames with height values within a 3 cm range of the entered height 

will be displayed, based on a comparison between the entered height value and 
the stored nickname height in the device. 

• If there are no nicknames within a 3 cm height difference compared to the 
entered height, you can take the InBody Test as a guest.

• After the test is complete, check whether to confirm the changed height when 
checking the results in the InBody App.

Method 2

1	 Stand on the product's footplate barefoot and turn on the power.
• After weight measurement, press the dial button to move to the screen where 

you can input your height.
• If the weight displayed is abnormal, step off the product and ensure there are 

no foreign objects on the floor. Confirm that "0.0 kg" is displayed and then 
measure your weight again.

• Before performing the zero-point adjustment, ensure that the InBodyDial H30 
is placed on the flat and hard floor and that there are no mats, blankets, or soft 
sheets on the floor.

2	 After weight measurement is complete, input your height by turning the dial 
button left or right.
• If you input your height before, the previous value will be displayed.
• If you press the dial button or wait for 5 seconds after inputting your height, the 

InBody Test will begin. Grip the handle and assume the proper testing posture.

3	 Please check the nickname displayed on the screen.
• Only nicknames with height values within a 3 cm range of the entered height 

will be displayed, based on a comparison between the entered height value and 
the stored nickname height in the device. 

• If there are no nicknames within a 3 cm height difference compared to the 
entered height, you can take the InBody Test as a guest.

• After the test is complete, check whether to confirm the changed height when 
checking the results in the InBody App.

Note • Height adjustment on the device is available in increments of 0.5cm.	
For accurate height entry, please input it in the InBody App's profile.	

5.3	 When	User	Recognition	is	Not	Available

1	 InBody Test without the product registration and nickname registration in the 
InBody App.
• To use user recognition, you need to register the product in the InBody App, 

create a nickname, and take the InBody test once in the InBody App.
• In the above screen, you can input your height by pressing and turning the dial 

button and perform the InBody test. However, the test results are not saved in 
the device or in the InBody App.
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2	 InBody Test without the app connection after battery replacement
• After replacing the battery, it is necessary to connect the device to the InBody 

App and adjust the time to save the test date and time.
• This can be resolved by performing the test once from the InBody App, or by 

selecting InBodyDial H30 in the InBody App > 	  icon and connecting the 
device.	

5.4	 InBody	Test	with	an	InBody	App
Requirements
The Bluetooth function of a mobile device must be turned on to connect the 
product to the InBody App.

1	 Open the InBody App.

2	 Select [Dial H30 Start Test] on the Dashboard, and select your nickname. 

3	 If "0.0 kg" is displayed on the screen, please grip the handle and step on the 
footplates barefoot.

4	 Assume the test posture.

After the weight measurement is complete, the confirmed weight will flicker on, then 
the InBody Test will begin.
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6 Checking the InBody Test Results

6.1	 InBody	Test	Progress	and	Completion
Once the InBody Test begins, it proceeds for about 10 seconds.
Once the test is completed, 100% will be displayed on the screen.	

Once 100 % is displayed, put down the handle and step down from the footplate.
The result items will switch every four seconds and repeats twice.	
• By turning or short-pressing the dial button, you can manually switch between 

result items.
• When you press and hold the dial button, the power will turn off.

Note After the result items have been displayed twice or if there is no 
operation for 1 minute after turning the dial button, the power will 
automatically turn off.

6.2	 Result	Screen	Layout
The device provides results on weight, percent body fat (PBF), skeletal muscle mass 
(SMM), and visceral fat level. Standard range data is also displayed for all results except 
for the visceral fat level.		The user can check more detailed results from the InBody 
App.

Result screen items for Weight, Percent Body Fat, Skeletal 
Muscle Mass and Visceral Fat Level
Weight 1

2

1  Changes compared to the last measurement (▲: Up, ▼: Down, –: No change)
2  Measured Value

The Standard Range of Weight, Percent Body Fat and 
Skeletal Muscle Mass
Weight

Under OverNormal

1

2

1  Measured Value
2  Standard Range Graph

Note The results of changes compared to the last measurement and 
standard ranges are displayed on the device's screen only when the 
InBody Test starts with the user recognition function or in the InBody 
App..	
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6.3	 Understanding	Result	Items
If you exercise or adjust your diet for weight management, your body fat and 
muscle will change.	Therefore, if you plan to run a weight control program, you 
can constantly monitor your body fat and muscle and verify how well your body 
composition has changed through the InBody Test.

Weight
It is the weight of a whole body, equivalent to the sum of body composition masses.

Percent Body Fat1

It represents the proportion of body fat in the total weight. Even if the weight is the 
same, the proportion of body composition that makes up the weight can differ.	
Therefore, Percent Body Fat calculated through body composition analysis is an 
essential item for obesity criteria.	The standard ranges for men and women are 
10 – 20 % and 18 – 28 %, respectively.	Children under the age of 18 have different 
standard Percent Body Fat depending on their gender and height. if their physique is 
larger or smaller compared to their peers, this is taken into consideration. 

Skeletal Muscle Mass
Muscles are typically categorized into cardiac muscle, smooth muscle, and skeletal 
muscle. The muscle mass displayed on the InBodyDial is the Skeletal Muscle Mass.	
Skeletal muscle mass can be changed through exercise, and the muscles in the arms 
and legs mostly consist of skeletal muscles.	Muscle has a smaller volume compared 
to the same amount of body fat. Thus, individuals with a higher muscle ratio can 
appear slimmer with a higher muscle ratio, even if their weight remains the same.	
The secret to a healthy, firm body is muscle mass.

Visceral Fat
Depending on the distribution location, fat is categorized into visceral fat, 
subcutaneous fat, and intramuscular fat. Among these, the visceral fat in the 
abdomen is represented by a level. If the visceral fat level is 10 or higher, the 
management is required because it indicates visceral fat-type abdominal obesity.

	
	
	
	
	
	

1	 1.	Robert	D.Lee,	David	C.	Nieman,	Nutritional	Assessment	(2nd	edition),	p.	264,	1990.		
2.	George	A.	Bray,	MD.	Contemporary	Diagnosis	and	Management	of	Obesity,	p.13,	1998.		
3.	L.Kathleen	Mahan,	Sylvia	Escott	Stump.	Krause	s	FOOD,	NUTRITION,	&	DIET	THERAPY	(10th	edition),	p.	488,	1991.		
4.	Judith	E.	Brown,	Nutrition	Now,	p.	93	–	95,	Wadsw	orth	Publishing	Company,	1999.		
5.	Semuel	J.	Fomon,	et	al.(1982):	Body	Composition	of	reference	children	form	birth	to	age	10	years.	The	American	Jounal	of	Clinical	
Nutrition:	35,	1169	1175
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7 Maintenance and Storage

7.1 Maintenance

	Caution
• When pulling the handle, ensure the cable isn't stretched 

excessively.	Please refer to 4.2 Precautions for Using the Handle.
• Magnets are embedded in the bottom of the handle and in the 

handle seat, which can collect debris such as metal dust.	If they do, 
clean them with a soft cloth.

• Do not place anything on the footplate when the device is not in 
use.

• Be careful not to get foreign matters trapped in the bottom of the 
device.	It can cause errors in weight measurements.

• Be careful not to get injured by getting your feet caught in the 
bottom of the device.

• Be careful not to allow foreign matters such as food or beverages 
to flow into the device.	It can cause critical damage to electronic 
components.

7.2	 Cleaning

	Warning
• Clean the product with a soft cloth and a sterilizing agent (e.g., ethyl 

alcohol), after use by an individual with contagious or infectious 
diseases.

• When using sterilant to clean the product, do not pour the liquid 
directly onto the product.	If liquid cleaner flows into the device, it 
may cause an equipment failure or an electric shock due to a short 
circuit.

7.3 Storage

	Caution Do not store the product in a place that is very humid or is exposed to 
direct sunlight.	It may cause product deformation or failure.

• For long-term storage of the product, please turn off the power, disconnect the 
batteries, and pack the product before storing.

• Keep the product in a dry place without sudden temperature change.
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8 Troubleshooting

8.1	 Error	Messages
If an issue occurs during use, relevant error messages will be displayed on the LCD.	
Key error messages and their countermeasures are as follows.

Related Error Code: C51H, C61H, S21E, S00A, A11E, A21E

It is an error message displayed when InBody Test conditions are not satisfied.	
Please do not wear socks or stockings, and after checking the contact condition of 
the hand electrode and foot electrode, perform the InBody Test again.	If the InBody 
Test is unavailable, please check the following steps.

• Wipe your hands and feet with wet tissues to make them moist and conduct the 
test.

• Move to a place without electronic devices and outlets in the surrounding 
environment and conduct the test.

• Replace all four batteries with new ones and conduct the test.

If the issue persists despite above steps, please contact the Product Support team at 
Support@inbody.com.	

Note • If your palms and soles are very dry or your feet have a lot of dead 
skin, you may not be able to get the test results.	In this case, wipe the 
hands and the feet with wet wipes to improve testing conduction.

• The results of people with metal implants such as metal pins or 
prostheses in their bodies may not be accurate, and there can be 
errors in the results.

	If the batteries are low

	
It will be displayed when the batteries are low.	Replace all four batteries with new 
ones.

If the Wi-Fi connection is temporarily disconnected

This will be displayed when the Wi-Fi connection is lost.	Check the Wi-Fi connection 
status.	

This happens when the Wi-Fi connection is established, but a temporary 
communication error prevents the measurement value from being sent. 
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Note • Even if a Wi-Fi error is displayed, the test result is recorded on the 
device. Press the sync button in the InBody App to sync the data 
stored on the device with the InBody App.

• All test result stored on the device due to a Wi-Fi error will be sent to 
the InBody App once Wi-Fi is connected.

• To maintain a stable Wi-Fi connection, keep the InBodyDial H30 to 
the Wi-Fi router, and ensure that the surrounding environment is free 
from any obstacles.

8.2	 Basic	Troubleshooting 

The following are potential issues that might occur during product usage and their 
corresponding solutions.	If the issue persists even after the following steps, please 
contact the Product Support team at Support@inbody.com.	

The InBody test is not performed, and the message 'Please check your thumb and 
heel.' is displayed.
• Wipe your hands and feet with wet wipes and try the test again.	If the palms and 

soles are dry, or if there is a lot of dead skin on the feet, the test might not proceed 
smoothly.

• Ensure proper posture and try the test again.	Any posture with your armpits, hands, 
or arms touching other body parts may affect an InBody Test.	Maintain the correct 
test posture and lift the handle at the same height as your pelvis to proceed with 
the test.	Regarding the proper test posture, refer to 4.3 Test Posture.	

• Change the location for the InBody Test.	In areas densely packed with electronic 
and Bluetooth devices, or directly under fluorescent lights, there can be 
interference caused by electromagnetic waves

Despite pressing the dial button, the device fails to power on.
• Check the direction of the battery's electrodes.	Incorrect alignment of the battery's 

electrodes may prevent power from turning on.
• Try to replace the batteries.	It may be dead batteries.

My weight doesn't seem accurate.
• Please step off the product and check the product's base and the floor for any 

foreign objects, ensure that '0.0 kg' is displayed, and then measure your weight 
again.

• Press the corners of the product to ensure if it is horizontally stable.	If you measure 
weight on a carpet or matt, measurement may not be accurate.	Place the product 
on a firm, flat floor.

• Check the four supporters on the bottom of the product for any foreign objects or 
damage.	Any foreign object or damage will affect weight measurements.

• Make sure that the base is even and that any part of the product is not pressed.	
If the product is pressed or the supporters on the product's base are pressed by 
foreign objects, it may function abnormally.
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8.3	 Frequently	Asked	Questions	(FAQ) 

Question: The test results seem unusual. There is a slight difference between the 
tests.

Answer: If your hands or feet detach from the electrodes or if the posture is 
incorrect during the test, this can result in differences in test results.	
Accurate posture should be maintained during the test, and the correct 
posture should be sustained until the test is completed.	Please refer to 
section 4.3 Test Posture. 
If the user's hands and feet are dry, it's recommended to wipe them 
with wet wipes before the test.	In addition, since your body composition 
varies during the day, it is recommended to take the test at the same 
time and under the same conditions while keeping a proper posture.
Example: Take the test  after emptying your stomach before breakfast in 
lightweight clothes, with your arms and legs stretched.

Question: During the test, my armpits or both legs are touching. Does this affect 
the results?

Answer: Since each body part is measured separately, if the thighs are touching 
each other or the armpits are in contact with the rest of the body, the 
InBody Test results will be affected.	In such cases, wearing light short 
sleeves, shorts, or longer clothing can help obtain accurate results.

Question: What is the normal range for visceral fat level?

Answer: Visceral fat level is the InBody's unique index that quantifies the cross-
section area of visceral fat.	For general adults, if the visceral fat level is 
less than 10, it is considered normal, and the lower the visceral fat level, 
the better.

	

Question: On what basis is the InBody ranking determined?

Answer: InBody Ranking is a score obtained by calculating an ideal body fat 
mass and lean mass for an ideal BMI and score the difference between 
them and my body's fat mass and lean mass.	Fundamentally, higher 
body fat leads to a lower ranking, while greater muscle mass results in 
a higher ranking.	InBody Ranking doesn't represent an absolute ranking 
of the body.  It is InBody's unique standard to motivate your weight 
management, so please use it only as a reference.

Question: I don't know my exact height. Would it affect the test results if I enter a 
rough estimate?

Answer: Since height is reflected in InBody Test results, you must enter your 
height accurately.	Incorrect height input can lead to an error during the 
body composition calculation process and produce misleading results.
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Question: I couldn't transfer the results to my smartphone, and the LCD screen has 
turned off.	How would I keep the results a little longer?

Answer: If you enable user recognition during the InBody Test, data will be 
accumulated in the product.	Even if you don't sync with the InBody App 
every time you test, you can transfer all test data with just one sync.	The 
device will turn off in 1 minute after the last control on the result screen.	
Turning the dial button before one minute passes without any additional 
actions will extend the time before the power turns off.

	

Question: How can I check the standard range on the product?

Answer: To check the standard range on the product, you need to use the user 
recognition function or start the test from the InBody App.	

	
Question: How can I turn off the sound during the test?

Answer: In the InBody App, go to 	  icon > Device and you can set the device 
sound (beep) to ON/OFF in the product settings.

	

Question: What is user recognition? 

Answer: The user recognition feature allows the InBody test to be conducted 
by identifying the registered nickname of the user, without the need 
to input height, just by measuring the weight and then taking the 
InBody test posture.	For each result item, changes compared to the last 
measurement are displayed on the device. Moreover, users can also 
check the standard range for weight, percentage body fat, and skeletal 
muscle mass on the device.	Furthermore, when conducting the InBody 
Test with user recognition, up to 15 test results can be stored in the 
device. The user can sync the data with the InBody App and record it in 
the app.
* Up to 15 sets of data can be stored per nickname.

Question: How can I use the user recognition function?

Answer: To use the user recognition function, you need to connect the product 
to the InBody App, register a nickname, and then conduct an InBody 
Test once from the app.	Please check if your nickname has been 
registered.	For the InBody Test with user recognition, please refer to 5.1 
'Start with User Recognition Function'.

Question: On what basis is user recognition done?

Answer: InBodyDial H30 identifies users with weight within a 5 kg range. If there 
are users of similar weight, this device measures their impedance values 
to recognize the user.	If your weight and impedance are similar to those 
of others, other people's nicknames may be displayed.
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Question: How many data entries can be stored and how long are they stored?

Answer: A total of 20 user nicknames can be registered, and a maximum of 15 
sets of data are stored per nickname.	If there are more than 15 data, the 
oldest measurement data is deleted.	There is no limitation on the data 
storage period.

Question: I can't connect the product to the InBody App.

Answer: When connecting the product to the InBody App, they should be within 
Bluetooth communication range.
* To connect the product with the InBody App, the Bluetooth function 
of the mobile devices should be turned on. Only mobile phones with 
iOS 13.0 or higher, Android 7.0 or higher, and Bluetooth 5.0 or higher are 
available.

Question: How long does the battery last?

Answer: Assuming that a family of 4 had an InBody Test once a day (4 times a 
day), the battery lives are about 8 months for the standard model and 
about 6 months for the Wi-Fi model.
 – If a family of 4 had an InBody Test once a week (4 times a week), the 
battery lives are about 9 months for the standard model and about 8 
months for the Wi-Fi model.

 – Given the increase in single-person households, if one measurement 
per day is assumed, the standard model can be used for about 9 
months, and the Wi-Fi model can be used for about 8 months

Question: How can I do zero-adjustment for weight measurement?

Answer: The InBodyDial performs an automatic zero-adjustment when there is 
nothing on the footplate after the device is powered on	At this time, if the 
device is not level or there is weight applied to the footplate, the zero-
adjustment may go wrong.	Place the product on a hard and flat surface 
where nothing is laid underneath. After placing the handle in its proper 
position, press the dial button to turn on the power and check the height 
value. Then press the dial button once more to confirm the weight at 0.0 
kg before using.

Question: How can I apply the InBodyDial H30 warranty?

Answer: Please contact the Product Support team at Support@inbody.com.   
The InBody product comes with a one-year warranty. However, even 
within this period, any issues arising due to the customer's fault will be 
handled with a charge.
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9 Specifications	

Bioelectrical Impedance 
Analysis (BIA)

Measurement Items

15 impedance measurements by using 3 different 
frequencies (5kHz, 50kHz, 200kHz) at each of 5 
segments (right arm, left arm, trunk, right leg, and left 
leg)

Electrode Method 4-Pole 8-Point Tactile Electrodes

Measurement Method Direct Segmental Multi-Frequency Bioelectrical 
Impedance Analysis Method (DSM-BIA)

Body Composition 
Calculation Method

No Empirical Estimation

Outputs (LCD) Weight, Percent Body Fat, Skeletal Muscle Mass, 
Visceral Fat Level

Outputs (InBody App) Weight, Muscle-Fat Analysis, (BMI) Body Mass Index, 
Percent Body Fat, Waist Hip Ratio, Visceral Fat Level, 
Soft Lean Mass, InBody Score, CID Graph, Body 
Balance Evaluation (Upper-Lower), (BMR) Basal 
Metabolic Rate, Growth Graph (Weight, Height)

Test Duration Impedance measurement (15 seconds or less)

Operating Environment 10	-	40	℃,	30	-	75	%	RH,	70	-	106	kPa

Storage Environment -10	-	70	℃,	10	-	95	%	RH,	50	-	106	kPa	(No	condensation)

Testing	Weight Range 10	-	150	kg

Input	Height	Range 50	-	300	㎝

Testing	Height	Range 95	–	220	㎝

Testing Age 3 years of age or older

Power consumption DC 6V (1.5V AA battery 4 EA)

Display 2.25	inch	TFT	LCD

Dimensions / W × L × H 318	mm	×	361	mm	×	56	mm

Weight 2.5	kg
* The above specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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10 Product Warranty	

Product	Warranty	Standards
• Warranty service will be effective only within the warranty period provided and 

only for an inherent manufacturer's defect.

• Any provisions not specified herein will follow the Fair Trade Commission notice of 
consumer dispute resolution standards.

•	 Only	trained	InBody	personnel	are	allowed	to	repair	and	inspect	InBodyDial	H30.	
Please	contact	the	Product	Support	team	at	Support@inbody.com.

Name of 
Product

Body Composition 
Analyzer

Product 
Serial 

Number

Date of 
Purchase

Warranty 
period

1 year from the date of 
purchase

Warranty	period
If the date purchased cannot be verified, the warranty period will become effective 
three months after the date of manufacture. 

Types	of	Consumer	Damages

Types	of	Consumer	Damages Within	the
warranty	period

After	expiry	of	
the

warranty	period

If	major	malfunction	occurs	within	the	first	
30	days	of	purchase	due	to	defect.	

Exchange
or

Repair	free	of	
charge

Repair	at	a	
charge

Repairs	
Under	
Warranty

Any	malfunction	occurring	
due	to	a	defect	within	1	
year	of	the	purchase	date

Repair	or	
exchange	with	

refurbished	
product	of	

equal	or	better	
condition
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Paid	Service
Any	of	the	following	cases	will	void	the	product	warranty.

• Arbitrary disassembly of the product.

• Unauthorized modification of product controls.

• Repair by a person other than the repair representative designated by InBody.

• Failure caused by the consumer’s fault:
‒ Product failure and damage caused by the user’s negligence (fall, 

moistureintrusion, shock, damage, forcible control, etc.).
‒ Product failure and damage caused by the violation of the User Manual.

• Others:
‒ Product failure caused by a natural disaster (e.g., fire, flood, abnormal power, 

etc.).
‒ Worn-out or used consumables (batteries or others).

• Shipping costs for repair or replacement may be required at the cost of the 
consumer
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